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BEFORE ANYTHING 

Its highly recommended that before you take any time to sand and finish this piece that you pre-install 

this into your dash completely with every switch and button in its appropriate place to ensure a proper 

fitment. If there is any issue with fitment, please reach out to me via any the two links provided below at the 

end of this document. 

Prepping Notice 

 If you are using any chemicals to clean the plastic, please realize that some cleaners like Acetone will 

chemically melt this plastic. It is recommended that you test any chemicals on the included support structure 

before applying anything to the bezel. You are responsible for your own safety while working with this bezel. 

3D Printing Limitations 

 Please understand that in using an abnormally large 3D printer to make this piece that some 

compromises in quality are completely unavoidable. You may find small waves in walls and holes on the top 

surface, these are nothing more than blemishes and will not affect the overall quality of the bezel. On the 

bottom of the bezel you will notice an ugly surface finish, this is unavoidable per the printing process and will 

not effect part integrity. If there are any loose strings of plastic hanging out simply pull them off. 

Sanding 

 Sand the surface down until you see just a small gap in between each layer as shown in the picture below. 

 

 

 

 

 

After your bezel surface is similar as the one pictured above, apply your chosen filler to fill all the small gaps 

and holes in the surface. I found that 3M Spotting Putty worked great. After this step final preparation is at the 

user’s discretion. 

 

 

Please reach out to me with any comments or concerns! Thank you for your purchase! 

 

 

For more FJ60 Products check out these links. 

        www.CruiserHead.com                   ih8mud.com 

 

https://forum.ih8mud.com/threads/fj60-part-reproductions-and-solutions.1234894/ 

www.CruiserHead.com 

 

 

Example of what the surface will look 
like when you should stop sanding 

https://forum.ih8mud.com/threads/fj60-part-reproductions-and-solutions.1234894/

